Supply List for Color Schemes Workshop, 3 days
Paints:
I use Golden Heavy Body Acrylic paints - they are an excellent
quality professional grade paint. You can buy student grade
acrylic paints, which are much less expensive, but they dry dull
and more transparent because there is less pigment in the paint.
Colors:
• Manganese Blue Hue (or Cerrulean Blue)
• Ultramarine Blue
• Quinacridone Magenta
• Cadmium Red light
• Cadmium Yellow Light or Hansa Yellow light
• Yellow Ochre
• Carbon Black
• Titanium White (large tube)
• Burnt Sienna
Optional colors: Cadmium Orange, Dioxazine Purple, Alizarin
Crimson, Cad. Red Medium, Sap Green, Green Gold, Burnt
Umber, Burnt Sieinna - and any other colors you like to use
ALL students - both oil and acrylic painters must bring these ACRYLIC paints:
- a small tube of carbon Black paint,
- Titanium White
- G
 olden #6 Neutral Grey paint (the Grey must be Golden brand)
and any other colors you want to bring

Additional required supplies:
for surfaces to paint on, bring canvas panels or stretched canvases, or hard panels, whatever you prefer
• One 18x24 canvas (for coffee cup exercise)
• 8x10” canvas (for pear exercise)
• 8x10 canvas board (for value check)
• 12x12 or 11x14” canvas (for color chart)
• approx. 4 canvasses - for color translation exercises in
whatever size you like to paint on
• Palette Paper - for mixing colors
I use Jack Richeson Grey Palette Paper but you can use
white palette paper or freezer paper
• a stick of soft vine charcoal or several soft pastels
• a metal palette knife for mixing colors
• a spritzer bottle (to keep acrylic paints wet)
• paper towels
• water container/turps container
• bring examples of color combinations/palettes you like.
These can be pages from home decor magazines, other
artists’s paintings, color swatches from home depot, fabric
swatches, etc. They will serve as a basis for a palette of
colors you will use for your paintings.
• Any color wheel that shows the color scheme diagrams
I have one from “the Color Wheel Company”, - see below, you
can probably buy from Amazon or a craft store

Brushes For Acrylic Painters:
Acrylic painters bring synthetic bristle brushes
Bring various sizes/shapes that you like to use.
Optional: Shown below are inexpensive synthetic brushes by
Loew Cornell, 12 Flat Nylon Brushes
*Reference photos:
For all of the exercises you will be working from my photos. You
can work from an ipad if you wish, but must print the first two
coffee cups. Please do not work from small smarphones.
Please also bring several photos that have simple
compositions that you would like to translate to other
color schemes.
Brushes For Oil Painters:
Oil painters bring natural bristle or synthetic blend suitable for
oils. Princeton Aspen brushes are good for both acrylic and oil they are known for their spring and chiseled tips. You can use any
shape you prefer.

THIS IS A MULTI-PAGE DOCUMENT - PLEASE SCROLL DOWN
TO SEE ALL THE IMAGES. YOU WILL BE USING THE PHOTOS
AS REFERENCE IMAGES TO PAINT FROM, SO PRINT GOOD
QUALITY - NOT STREAKY OR TOO DARK!
						

Color Schemes:
1. Monochromatic
2. Analogous
3. Complimentary
4. Triad
5. Tetrad
6. Split complementary
7. Analogous Complementary
8. All Neutral
9. Neutral & Saturated
10. All Saturated
11. High Key
12. Anything Goes

Complementary Scheme The
complementary scheme offers the most visual contrast because it is made up of two colors that sit
opposite each other on the color wheel. It is most
successfully used when one color acts as the dominant color with the other in a supporting role. The
two colors should not be of the same saturation
intensity and should be visually balanced.

Monochromatic Scheme The
monochromatic color scheme uses a single color
throughout, along with variations of the color’s
shades, tints, and tones.
While it’s not known to be the most exciting color
scheme, a monochromatic palette is elegant, easy
on the eyes, and soothing. This is the easiest color
scheme to create; all you need is your color of
choice, black, and white paints.

Triadic Scheme The triadic color
scheme uses three colors equally spaced around the
color wheel (for example, red-orange, blueviolet,
and yellow-green). Many artists enjoy using this
scheme because, unlike the previous two, there is
ample color contrast and a natural color balance.
One color serves as the dominant color, while the
other two act as subordinate hues.

Analogous Scheme The analogous scheme is made of colors that sit adjacent
to one another on the color wheel. Most often, one
color serves as the dominant color, with others used
to accent and enhance the overall scheme. Although
the lack of contrasting colors yields a simplistic
look, this scheme—like the monochromatic—has a
simple elegance that is pleasing to the eye.

Tetrad Scheme The tetrad
color scheme uses two hues that are separated by
one color on the wheel, plus the complement of each
hue (for example, red, green, orange, and blue).
Because this scheme can overwhelm with visual tension, it’s a good idea to choose one dominant color
and accent with the rest.

Split Complementary Scheme
The split complementary scheme uses a color and the
two colors adjacent to its complement (for example,
red, yellow-green, and blue-green). This scheme still
features good color contrast, but it conveys less tension than the complementary scheme.

Analogous Complementary
Scheme This scheme combines the analogous and
complementary schemes, incorporating three sidebyside hues plus the complement of the center color (for
example, red, blue-green, green, and yellowgreen).

Neutral Scheme As the opposite of
the saturated scheme, the neutral scheme uses colors
that have been grayed down. This diffused palette is
perfect for foggy landscapes, white-on-white subjects,
and scenes with a soft, mellow mood.

Scroll down to see the reference photos

Saturated & Neutral Scheme
A scheme of this nature pairs highly saturated colors
with various shades of gray. Because much of what we
see in life is actually some form of gray, this scheme is
often the most accurate way to depict color.

Saturated Scheme The
saturated scheme uses the brightest colors possible,
with very few neutrals or grays. While yielding a very
lively painting, the scheme makes creating a focal point
(or area of interest) a challenge, as all the colors compete for attention.
High Key Painting High key describes mostly lighter
values, (colors that have been tinted with lighter colors)
such as a bright sunny beach scene. Most values in
a high-key painting will be concentrated in the light to
middle range.
Anything Goes - use whatever colors you wish, as
many as you like!

*18x24 Canvasboard
BEFORE THE WORKSHOP: Please draw a grid lightly, in pencil, on your canvasboard according to the
diagram. The resulting boxes will be 5x5” each. Lightly trace each of the coffee cups into the boxes
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